Abstract
Introduction
The concept of bisimulation [12] is one of the simplest examples of a behavioural relation for the equivalence of concurrent systems. Bisimilarity (the largest bisimulation) relations have been used since in various aspects of modelchecking, verification and programming language theory. Bisimulation also possesses and yields some very nice algebraic properties. It is tractable and there exist efficient algorithms to compute bisimulations and also to determine whether two systems are inequivalent.
In this paper we generalize the notion of bisimulations [12] (and bisimilarity) by parametrizing the notion on a pair of binary relations imposed on the set of actions. We show that the resulting notion is both useful and necessary. It also enjoys a rich collection of elegant algebraic properties that are very easy to prove. The usual notion of bisimulation is obtained as a special case when both binary relations are the identity relation on actions. Similarly the notion of weak bisimilarity is obtained by an equivalence relation on action sequences.
With a minimal number of assumptions we show that some of the nice properties of bisimulations and bisimilarity relations may be viewed as being induced by the corresponding properties of the underlying relations on actions. In particular, we may view the properties of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity of both strong and weak bisimilarity as being inherited from the underlying equivalence relations on the set of actions.
Finally, we adapt the algorithm of Fernandez and Mounier [5] , to obtain a fairly efficient on-the fly verification method for finite state systems. Since we have not assumed any particular structure for the parametrizing relations, we assume that that there is a constant time look up available to determine whether a pair of actions is related. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe a real-life example and the problems of locally verifying solutions to it. In sections 3 and 4 we explore the basic properties of the generalization that we propose. In particular, we show how relational properties on the parametrizing relations are inherited by the induced bisimilarity relations. We also show that Park's induction principle holds almost without change for generalized bisimilarities. We also establish that various bisimilarities defined in the literature are special cases of our generalization. With the theory in place, we revisit the example of section 2 and prove certain correctness properties between rival implementations in section 5. In section 6 we describe our algorithm for "onthe-fly" verification of finite-state systems. Section 7 is the conclusion.
Notation. Even though our proofs are not specific to any particular process calculus, we often use the syntax of CCS [10] for defining processes of particular interest. In particular, 0 denotes the process which can perform no action whatsoever. Other notational conventions we use are:
• ≡ for the identity relation on a set. It may be used in the context of actions, processes and also sets of processes,
• • to denote relational composition,
• ℘(U ) to denote the powerset of a set U , and
• R −1 to denote the converse of a relation R
Motivating Example: A caching proxy server
In most computing environments, it is fairly common to find a caching proxy server in operation. Caching proxy servers improve the performance of web-access within the network by caching most frequently accessed pages of a web-server with predominantly static content and serving them to the clients in the network. The main communication overhead is restricted to receiving header information from the web-site being accessed. This is to determine whether the cached copy in the proxy is the latest or needs to be updated. Caching proxies also improve the performance of the web-server by reducing the number of direct accesses to the web-site from distant clients for its content. In the absence of a proxy, all clients in the network would directly access the web-site.
We model greatly simplified versions of the clients and the proxy server, to show that the use of the proxy server reduces the volume of traffic between the network and the web-server while still serving the latest information to each client.
Assume all the clients in a local area network are identical in design. Intuitively, it suffices to model a single client which repeatedly accesses either directly or indirectly (via a proxy server) a single distant web-server with state of the form (h, a) where h is the header (timestamp) and a the content. In general, the volume of data a is much greater than that of the header h.
In this example, written in CCS-style, Process states are written in SMALLCAPITALS and actions (with parameters) are written in math style. The following is the set of actions.
We assume that the Web server can service only one request at a time. For a page request, it sends its current page and for a header request, it determines whether to reply with its current header or send the latest page. Sending back the header is an acknowledgement that the page has not been modified since the last request.
Initially the client remains idle till the system is triggered by a gp() event received by the client. In the absence of a proxy server, a typical client DCLIENT, which accesses the web-server directly, has the following definition.
DCLIENT df = gp().drp().dsp(h, a).op(a).DCLIENT
With the introduction of a proxy server, the clients communicate only with the proxy and are indeed set up to do just that. In such a system the clients would look as follows.
The actions involving communications of the clients with proxy server are irp and isp.
().irp().isp(h, a).op(a).ICLIENT
We may model the proxy server as follows. Again we simplify the design of the proxy server by assuming it serves only one request at a time and that it has some initial undefined content (⊥, ⊥) in its cache. On the first request it obtains the full page from the web-server. For each subsequent request it merely sends a request with the header h 0 as parameter and waits in the state PRWAIT(h 0 , a 0 ), where (h 0 , a 0 ) denotes the current content in its cache.
The web-server may respond either by sending back the same header h 0 (thereby indicating that there has been no change in the page content), or send an updated page content (h 0 , a 0 ), with h 0 = h 0 and a 0 possibly different from a 0 . The proxy now caches this new content. It thus keeps its cache updated with the latest content for each request and serves it to the requesting client.
a).PROXY(h, a)
The client-proxy system in the local area network is defined as follows:
where the parameters "_" denote wildcard values. It is clear that the two systems CPSYS and DCLIENT are not weakly bisimilar [10] , since CPSYS may perform actions such as dsh(_) which are not in the sort of DCLIENT. However they are both "functionally equivalent" in a sense to be made clear in section 5. Indeed, one can show that when taken in conjunction with the web-server (and hiding the communications involving it), the two systems are in fact, weakly bisimilar. But this requires explicit modelling of the web-server, which we shall not do. It should be possible to reason about the efficacy of a design without explicitly modelling other processes external to our design, though it is of course necessary, to know the interface each external process provides.
(ρ, σ)-Bisimulations
A labelled transition system (LTS) L is a triple P, Act, −→ , where P is a set of process states or processes, Act is a (possibly countable) set of actions and −→ ⊆ P × Act × P is the transition relation. We use the notation p a −→ q to denote (p, a, q) ∈ −→ and refer to q as an a-derivative or an a-successor of p. q is a derivative or successor of p if it is an a-successor for some action a. q is reachable from p if either p = q or q is reachable from some successor of p. Every LTS L = P, Act, −→ may also be imagined to be the LTS L * = P, Act * , −→ where the transitions are over sequences of actions from Act. We assume that for every state p, p
A rooted LTS is a quadruple P, Act, −→, p 0 where P, Act, −→ is a LTS with a distinguished initial state p 0 ∈ P. In general we will consider the set of states of such a LTS as consisting only of those states that are reachable from the initial state. The term "process" will be used to refer to a process state in a LTS, as also to the sub-LTS rooted at that state and containing all the states and transitions reachable from that given state. Since an arbitrary disjoint union of LTSs is also an LTS, we shall often refer to P as the set of all processes. Given binary relations ρ, ρ , σ and σ on Act, ρ is at least as fine as (or no coarser than) ρ if ρ ⊆ ρ and ρ is finer than ρ if ρ ⊂ ρ . This notion is extended pointwise to pairs of relations on Act and by abuse of notation we write (ρ, σ) ⊆ (ρ , σ ) to mean that (ρ, σ) is no coarser than (ρ , σ ). The following facts are proven in the same way as they are for bisimulations and the reader is referred to [10] for their proof. Proposition 3.1 Let ρ and σ be binary relations on Act and let R and S be binary relations on the set P of processes.
Definition 3.1 Let P be the set of processes and let ρ and σ be binary relations on Act. A binary relation R
⊆ P × P is a (ρ, σ)-induced bisimulation or simply a (ρ, σ)- bisimulation if pRq implies the following conditions. ∀a ∈ Act[p a −→ p ⇒ ∃b, q [aρb ∧ q b −→ q ∧ p Rq ]] (1) and ∀b ∈ Act[q b −→ q ⇒ ∃a, p [aσb ∧ p a −→ p ∧ p Rq ]] (2) (ρ, σ)-bisimilarity, denoted 2 (ρ,σ) , is the largest (ρ, σ) - bisimulation (under set containment). A (≡, ≡)-induced bi- simulation
The empty relation ∅ on processes and the relation
{ 0, 0 } are both (ρ, σ)-bisimulations.
Arbitrary unions of
3. Let B (ρ,σ) be a function on binary relations on P such that, p, q ∈ B (ρ,σ) (R) iff p and q satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) 
Theorem 3.2 (Park's Induction Principle). Let R be a binary relation on processes satisfying the following conditions for all pRq and a, b ∈ Act:
2 Following proposition 3.1.4, we introduce the notation R : p 2 (ρ,σ) q to denote that R is a (ρ, σ)-bisimulation containing the pair p, q for binary relations ρ, σ on the set of actions. 
Proposition 3.3 Let
The preorder is the partial order on Act * generated by the (in)equations s s and τs s. We then have
Proposition 3.5 An elaboration is exactly a ( = , )-bisimulation.
A consequence of proposition 3.1 is the following theorem which yields an algebraic sufficiency condition for a bisimilarity to be at least a preorder (reflexive and transitive). The notion of a semiring is taken from [8] . The last part of the theorem follows from the second part and the definition of a semiring. Theorem 3.6 . Let ℘(P × P) be the set of all binary relations on processes. Then
Some more algebraic properties of bisimilarities are obtained by inverting or composing bisimilarities. Proposition 3.7 . Let ρ, ρ 1 , ρ 2 , and σ, σ 1 , σ 2 be relations on actions.
The following simple lemma shows that binary relations (on actions) with certain properties transmit these properties to the bisimulations and bisimilarities they induce.
Lemma 3.1 (Transmission).
Let ρ, ρ , σ and σ be binary relations on Act. Then
Monotonicity_(ρ, σ) ⊆ (ρ , σ ) implies the induced bisimilarities are also similarly related
2 , that is, (ρ, σ) ⊆ (ρ , σ ) implies 2 (ρ,σ) ⊆ 2 (ρ ,σ ) .
Reflexivity. If ρ and σ are both reflexive then the iden-
tity relation ≡ on P is a (ρ, σ)-bisimulation and consequently 2 (ρ,σ) is reflexive.
Symmetry. ρ and σ are both symmetric implies the converse of each (ρ, σ)-bisimulation is a (σ, ρ)-bisimulation. In addition, if ρ = σ then 2 (ρ,σ)
is a symmetric relation.
Transitivity. If ρ and σ are both transitive then the relational composition of (ρ, σ)-bisimulations is another
(ρ, σ)-bisimulation, and 2 (ρ,σ) is also transitive.
If ρ and σ are both preorders or partial orders then 2 (ρ,σ) is a preorder.
The efficiency preorder ( [1] ) is an example of a (ρ, ρ)-bisimilarity induced by the partial order on action sequences. Notice also that 2 ( , ) is not a partial order though it is induced by the partial order on action sequences.
Special cases: σ = ρ and σ = ρ −1
Thus far we have dealt with (ρ, σ)-bisimulations without assuming any connection between ρ and σ. But it is clear that useful bisimilarities with interesting properties are obtained only when the two are also related in some fashion. We consider the two obvious relationships σ = ρ and σ = ρ −1 respectively. Both strong and weak bisimulations are examples of (ρ, ρ)-bisimulations and (ρ, ρ −1 )-bisimulations.
When ρ = σ and ρ = σ , the converses of the properties 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in lemma 3.1 hold, yielding an obvious characterization (theorem 4.1). For any binary relation ρ on Act let B (ρ,ρ) be the family of (ρ, ρ)-bisimulations. 
If ρ is an equivalence relation then so is 2 (ρ,ρ) .
Theorem 4.1 . For any binary relation ρ on Act,
is a preorder iff ρ is a preorder.
2 (ρ,ρ) is an equivalence iff ρ is an equivalence relation.

If ρ is a preorder then 2 (ρ,ρ −1 ) is an equivalence
Proof: Parts (1) and (2) follow quite trivially from appropriate parts in lemmata 3.1 and 4.1. As for part (3) we know that if ρ is a preorder then so is ρ −1 and hence
is a preorder. By proposition 3.7 we have 2
2 It is certainly true that if 2 (ρ,ρ −1 ) is an equivalence then ρ must be reflexive, but a sharper characterization eludes us.
The Proxy Server Revisited
Without explicitly modelling the web-server we may still compare the two systems CPSYS and DCLIENT. To prove that the two systems are functionally equivalent we could relate actions which produce "similar effects". In other words, define = ρ to be the smallest equivalence such that
We assume that any process p may perform the empty sequence ε, and become itself. Then we may readily see that CPSYS 2 (=ρ,=ρ) DCLIENT.
However, a more interesting comparison (which goes beyond merely a proof of functional correctness) involves using a relation between the costs of functionally equivalent communication actions. The internal action incurs "no cost" since each internal action occurs within the local area network and does not involve communication with any distant entity. Every visible action does carry a cost however, but we assume all of them to be negligible in comparison with that of receiving an entire page from the web-server. Therefore let ≤ be the smallest preorder satisfying
• ε ≤ τ , and τ ≤ ε.
It is clear then that CPSYS 2 (≤,≤) DCLIENT.
Computing (ρ, σ)-bisimulations "on the fly"
In this section we adapt the "on the fly" approach of [5] to compare finite-state labelled transition systems for (ρ, σ)-bisimilarity without explicitly representing them. Thus, the verification can be done during the process of constructing the two transition systems (verification "on the fly"). The approach makes the decision about (ρ, σ)-bisimilarity of two finite-state systems in O(n 2 |Act|) time where n is the number of nodes of the product LTS (whose construction we explain below) and |Act| is the size of the finite action set actually used to label the transitions. But the approach has its benefits in space savings since, in general, we do not need to store the states of the two LTSs.
For finite state systems 2 (ρ,σ) , the greatest fixpoint of the monotonic function B (ρ,σ) (see proposition 3.1(3)), may be obtained as the intersection of a sequence of decreasing relations.
be two rooted LTSs. Their product L×M is the rooted LTS
−→ N and R are defined as the smallest sets obtained by the applications of the following rules:
Let L = P, Act, −→, p 0 be a finite rooted LTS and p a state of P. The set of finite execution sequences from p (denoted Ex(p)) is defined as q 1 ) , ⊥ is the required sequence. if k − 1 > 0 then we may repeat the above for (p 1 , q 1 ) and get (p 2 , q 2 ) and so on. In order to decide if L and M are (ρ, σ)-bisimilar, it is sufficient to check whether or not there exists an elementary execution sequence of L × M which contains the state ⊥ and which is such that all of its states (p, q) satisfy the condition p 2 (ρ,σ) q. Consequently, the main problem is to be able to decide for each state (p, q) ∈ R, whether p 2 i (ρ,σ) q for some i > 0. We have
Hence during a depth-first search (DFS) of the LTS N , for each state (p n , q n ) one may check for p n 2 1 (ρ,σ) q n and update for each of its predecessors (p m , q m ), the evidence to support the truth of the assertion p m 2 (ρ,σ) q m . Since attention may be restricted to elementary sequences, each sequence in the DFS is terminated by exactly one of the following possible states r n :
• r n =⊥. Then clearly p m 2 (ρ,σ) q m , for each predecessor (p m , q m ).
• r n = (p n , q n ) is a sink node. There are no more transitions to analyze. Then p n 2 (ρ,σ) q n and for each predecessor (p m , q m ), it is assumed that p m 2 (ρ,σ) q m , pending further evidence to the contrary.
• r n = (p i , q i ) for some i < n. The assumption p m 2 (ρ,σ) q m continues to hold and the algorithm backtracks after updating the books of the predecessors regarding their current successors in this sequence.
With each pair (p, q) are associated bit arrays
Once all the successors of (p, q) have been so analyzed, p2 (ρ,σ) q gets established only if every bit in the arrays RHO(p, q) and SIGM A(p, q) has been set true.
As in the approach of [5] , it is necessary to assume p2 (ρ,σ) q to facilitate an analysis of its successors. However p2 (ρ,σ) q gets established only after all its successors have been analyzed and no elementary execution sequence is found to contradict it. To reduce the exponential complexity (due to backtracking) of a DFS algorithm the states visited along with their status would have to be stored. Since states are visited in a prefixed order but analyzed in a postfixed order, visited states in this case may not have been fully analyzed and hence their status would be unreliable unless they have been found to be unrelated under the 2 (ρ,σ) .
Hence the data structures for this partial DFS algorithm includes three sets
• R, to store the set of states that are visited more than once in the current sequence,
• V , to store all visited states, and The reasoning involved in the proofs of correctness and termination of the algorithm follow the pattern of those in [5] and have been omitted. We only mention that the set W can only increase in size with each iteration. Consequently the main algorithm will eventually return either T RUE or F ALSE.
Let n be the number of states of N . The time requirement for the function partial_DF S is O(n). In the worst case, W may contain all the states in R, thus the number of calls of this function may be n. Consequently, the theoretical time requirement for this algorithm is O(n 2 |Act| 2 ). We assume that looking up the relations ρ and σ takes constant time. The memory requirement for the algorithm is O(n + |Act| 2 ).
Conclusion
In the foregoing we have generalized the notion of a bisimulation to one parametrized by a pair of relations. We have shown that the commonly accepted properties of bisimilarities are in fact inherited from the underlying relations on actions.
Using these notions we have shown that some of the bisimilarity relations already available in the literature are special cases of our more generalized definition. Further our proxy example has illustrated that some times it is more beneficial to compare (open) systems by using the relative costs of performing functionally similar actions. This weakens the usual notion of bisimilarity which demands identity of visible actions. Our example also indicates that for open systems, weak-bisimilarity (and indeed other extensional equivalence notions that are coarser than it and rely on the
